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INTEC USA SHOWS YOU THE WAY!

continued on page 2

envelope printing solutions that 
combine ground breaking 5 color 
printing technology for production 
envelope printing with the superb 
high definition print quality of the 
ColorSplash printers. Utilizing 
a professional continuous / 
uninterrupted top loading envelope 
hopper and companion Intec 
shingling conveyor, the CS5600 is 
the perfect solution for any business 
that is serious about producing the 
best in customized, 4 and 5 color 
envelopes. With units shipping this 
month we are 

sure to see a surge from mailing 
houses and commercial printers 
rushing to see the units in action!
 Not content with just presenting 
and demonstrating its range of 
superb digital equipment for 
printing white and clear toner with 
the new ColorSplash 5 color print 
stations, Intec US Corp will also 
be showcasing booklet-making 
solutions with the CP3000 range of 
digital color printers.
 Aimed primarily at businesses that 

S howcasing the latest products 
from the Intec range of color 
digital printing solutions, Intec 

US Corp will be demonstrating the 
versatility and key benefits of the 
Intec printers and software at a series 
of road shows throughout America.
 The main emphasis of these 
road shows is to equip prospective 
customers and users with innovative 
ideas for direct marketing with 
bespoke and personalized envelopes 
through to point of sale collateral, 
banners, packaging, labelling, 
calenders, booklets etc. as well as 
providing information for greater 
business growth, where Intec printers 
can offer something unique and 
inspiring.
 The star of the shows will be 
the Intec CS4600 and CS5600 
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demand high quality, low cost color 
output the CP3000 range of digital 
printers are capable of producing 
glossy, vivid colors, rich deep blacks 
and smooth color transitions whilst 
also providing the lowest cost per 
copy of any printer in their class.
 Advertising agencies, graphic 
design shops, photography studios, 
marketing firms and many other 
businesses that demand high quality, 
low cost color output can keep 
more of their print jobs in-house 
thanks to the CP3000’s outstanding 
media handling and unbeatable cost 
per copy. With the CP3000 color 
printer range your creative options 
are virtually 
limitless.

 

Having 
already completed the 

Dallas, Texas road show last month, 
which brought in many an interested 
and prospective customer, Mike 
Sparbeck, chief operating officer 
of Intec US Corp, and the team are 
now planning to showcase at further 
locations throughout September and 
October as detailed below:

NORTH CAROLINA ROAD SHOW  
Date: September 10, 2014
Time: 9am - 6:30pm
Place: Hampton Inn, Greenville
305 Greenville Blvd, NC 27843

GRAPH EXPO CO HOSTED 
SHOW
Date: September 29 through 
October 1, 2014
Time: 9am - 6:30pm
Place: Hyatt Hotel, McCormick Place, 
Chicago

continued from page 1

 Graph Expo is billed 
as THE industry event of the year, 
spanning all realms of print and 
which sees Intec Corp exhibiting from 
their very own suite at the Hyatt hotel 
next to the Graph Expo exhibition in 
Chicago 
where 
visitors 
will be 

able to see Intec’s superb CP3400XF 
in action. This fully specified model 
includes the Intec booklet finisher, 
2,520 sheet tandem tray module 
and the 2,000 sheet high capacity 
feeder. This high productivity 
digital press will be driven by the 
fantastic Fiery® XF for Intec RIP for 
color management and workflow 
optimization..
 If you are in the area then make 
sure you contact Mike and secure 
yourself a demonstration slot to see 
the ColorSplash white and clear 
toner printers running via the Fiery 
XF for Intec RIP or the CP3400XF for 
booklet making and unbeatable cost 
per print applications.

If you would like to find out more 
about any of Intec Corp’s exhibitions,
please contact Michael Sparbeck at 
the Tampa, Florida office on:
tel: +1-813-949-7799 or email:

michael.sparbeck@intecprinter.us
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PRINT ENVELOPES ON DEMAND WITH 
THE INTEC                      CS4600ICS5600

 What makes Intec’s envelope 
production systems so unique? Well 
read more to discover the fantastic 
features of the ColorSplash envelope 
solutions...
 Intec’s envelope feeders are 
specific to the envelope industry 
and are similar to those found on 
high speed litho envelope printing 
presses. They enable CONTINUOUS 
envelope production by pulling 
envelopes from the bottom of the 
stack and providing you with the 
ability to refill the envelope hopper, 
from the top during your print run 
ensuring uninterrupted production.
 Although the Intec envelope 
feeders primary function is to feed 
envelopes, it is also capable of 
running thicker papers and cards if 
the need occurs! It is typically used 
for printing greeting cards, invites, 
wedding stationary and magnetic 
media plus other heavier stocks.
 The Intec envelope feeders have 

been designed to work specifically 
with the Intec ColorSplash print 
engines and can be combined with 
different ColorSplash accessories to 
offer you expanded media capacity 
and paper handling solutions.
 The ColorSplash print engines 
use a straight though paper path, 
unlike most mainstream copiers 
and other laser printers which use 
an ‘S’ wrap type of paper path, 
making the envelope and its flaps 
easier to handle and substantially 
reduces feed and jam errors.
 Intec are able to offer two 
envelope printing solutions; the 
CS4600 which combines the Intec 
ColorSplash 4 color print engine, 
a printer cabinet or high capacity 
tray feeder for expanded media 
handling capability, with Intec’s 
uniquely designed envelope feeder 
and companion shingling conveyor. 
The shingling conveyor offers an 
automatic stop start sensor, cutting 

the motors to the feed belts when the 
print run has finished and variable 
speed overlap function that allows 
you to see more of the envelopes 
printed image, for quality checking 
and packing.
 

 The Intec CS5600 however is a 
very different beast by combining a 
5th color print station for specialized 
colors such as white and clear for 
enhanced personalization and the 
‘WOW’ factor.

continued on page 4

“ “
“

An envelope feeder 
solves the challenges 
created by the 
compressible nature 
of the envelopes...

“
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Fulfilling personalized 
print jobs is rapidly 
becoming the main 
stay for making a print business 
profitable, and envelopes are no 
exception. Unlike printing standard 
‘office letter heads’, printing 
envelopes reliably, consistently 
and cost effectively is surprisingly 
difficult so many users out source 
them from their print supplier.  As 
such, envelope printing is seen by 
print vendors as a way to maximize 
revenue and profits from their 
customers.
 There are a number of reasons 
many companies don’t print their 
envelopes in house; the additional 
thickness of envelopes compared to 
paper combined with the envelopes 
tendency to ‘puff’. The envelope’s 
flaps often catch, particularly window 
envelopes which often catch on the 
flap of the next envelope causing 
multiple mis-feeds. This multitude 
of problems can make the whole 
job of printing envelopes a real 
pain for anyone with a normal 
printer or copier. Even when you do 
find a printer or copier that prints 
envelopes, feeding them can be 
very labour intensive. The air in the 
envelope itself means that although 
a normal printer’s multi-purpose 
tray may hold 200 sheets of paper, 
it normally only holds 20 - 30 
envelopes. Also the compressible 
nature of the stack of envelopes 
means the pick up roller pushes 
the stack down rather than pulling 
envelopes forwards causing feed 

errors.  BUT the Intec envelope 
feeder solves all these challenges!
 This versatile, professional 
envelope feeder is capable of 
handling all common envelope sizes 
up to and beyond C4 and 14 1/2 

catalog which are then stacked in a 
hopper that is capable of accepting 
between 20 to 1,000 envelopes at a 
time, depending upon the thickness 
of the envelope itself, and the 
envelopes are then ‘pulled’ from the 
bottom of the stack, using the weight 
of the envelopes above to push out 
the air thus ensuring feeding is much 
more consistent and reliable. 
 A key advantage of feeding 
envelopes from the bottom of the 
stack is that you can continuously 
load envelopes into the hopper 
and top of the stack and provide 
uninterrupted print. This is something 
that is simply not possible with a 
normal paper tray or multi-purpose 
feeder in standard printers, and is 
crucial for anyone looking to print 
more than a few hundred envelopes 
at a time.
 Intec’s professional envelope 
feeders, also deliver a number of 
other advantages, in particular when 
handling window based envelopes.  

 The unique and patented buckle 
separator pads prevent the flap 
on the preceding envelope from 
‘snagging’ on the window of the next 
envelope ensuring consistent and 
reliable printing.
 Last but not least the Intec 
shingling conveyors are used to 
spread the envelopes out during 
print production, enabling the users 
to QC check the envelopes before 
they ‘gather’ at the end of the 
conveyor, making it easy to scoop 
the envelopes up and re-pack them 
back in the box.
 Beyond envelope feeding, Intec’s 
printers themselves differ from 
standard office printers. The printer 
is custom manufactured to handle 
heavier stocks and card as well as 
envelopes, making even the heaviest 
envelopes feed, and image perfectly.

To find out more about how the Intec 
ColorSplash CS4600 or CS5600 can 
help expand your print offering visit 
our website:
www.intecprinters.com
or call one of our sales team on:
+44 (0)1202 845960

www.blake-envelopes.com

continued on page 3
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PERU BECOMES THE LATEST MEMBER 
OF THE GLOBAL INTEC FAMILY

VISITING THE UAE

 Intec welcomes Standar as a new 
distribution partner for Peru.
 Adding Intec to its prestigious 
print equipment portfolio which 
already includes Xerox, Ricoh, Riso, 
Canon and Heidelberg, Standar has 
been providing quality solutions and 
services to the national market for 
over 25 years.
 Standar only partner with market 
leaders in digital printing and 
document reproduction so looking 
for an affordable small format color 
digital solution to promote to their 
customer base lead them to Intec.

It didn’t take long 
for owners; Miguel 
Morales, Fredy 
Morales and Edwin 
Herrera to agree 
that Intec was the 
solution to their 

needs enabling them to offer an entry 
level option to large institutions such 
as universities, educational centres 
as well as national and personal 
businesses.
 Seeing what the incredible benefits 
that the CP3000 range could offer 
the Peruvian market Standar took 
a demonstration CP3200 which 
combines the CP3000 print engine, 
with all its vivid color print capability 
and lowest cost per print in the 
market, a standard finisher and 
520 drawer stand allowing for the 
effortless creation of high volume, 

stapled or hole punched documents, 
exactly what these institutions are 
looking for.
 Having a network of offices in each 
of the major cities in Peru, Standar 
will look to make Intec one of its 
headline digital print products.

If you would like to become an intec 
distributor please contact Intec 
directly on: +44 (0)1202 845960

Standar
Soluciones Digitales de Avanzada

 As one of our biggest and most 
active distribution partners, Altech 
who are based in Dubai, gather 
together ‘product champions’ from 
their extensive sales and support 
staff for a six monthly product update 
training programme. On completion 
of product training they return to their 
respective locations and impart all 
the learnt knowledge to the rest of 
their support teams.

Hosted in Dubai, 
Intec training was 
completed by our 
very own James 
Williamson on 
the ColorSplash 
CS5000 white and 
clear toner printer 
and CP3000. As 
well as ‘nuts and 
bolts’ hands on 
hardware training, 
James completed 

system software training on the 
Fiery® XF for Intec RIP including color 
management and profiling with the 
ES2000 spectrophotometer.
 Altech got to grips incredibly 
quickly with the new devices and 
completed the software training with 
ability and ease.
 Read more about our training 
programmes includng dates 
and locations on page 6 of this 
newsletter.

James helping Riaz from Abu Dhabi (holding the profiler) with Fyaaz from Dubai
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and consists of three modules with 
the label printing courses lasting for 
three days and consisting of two 
modules. 
 Intec US Corp runs a three day 
course which starts on the first 
Tuesday of every month.

 If you would like to book a course, 
please contact Intec support:
email: support@intecprinters.com
or tel: +44 (0)1202 845960

““

“
“

Great training, 
very informed

From left back to right; Rares Popescu, Bogdan Prodan, Constantin Gugui of Grafikon and Intec’s Andy Withall

 Intec technical courses have been 
underway for several months now 
and the candidates are working and 
learning hard.
 This month we have played 
host to partners from Romania 
and France as well as bringing our 
own technical team member, Ben 
Rawlings up to speed with the new 
Intec ColorSplash and CP3000 range 
so you can continue to receive the 
excellent support that Intec technical 
is known for.
 Grafikon, our Romanian partner 
fielded candidates on the September 
course with personnel spanning 
sales, support and technical to 
ensure they gained knowledge on all 
aspects of the solutions.
 Although our French distributor, 
Neryos, had been working with our 
engines for some time they still 
saw that there was a requirement 
to improve knowledge and update 

themselves on the new engines due 
to the difference in engineering and 
printing technology.
 To learn how to get the most out 
of your Intec product why not attend 
a course?
 Technical training courses are 
held at our head offices in Poole, 
Dorset and are run by our team 
of experienced and highly skilled 
technical staff.
 Our training programs will teach 
you all you need to know about our 
fantastic products and provide you 
with the knowledge to release the 
full potential of your Intec printing 
solution and accessories.
 UK training courses for digital 
printing systems last for one week 

TECHNICAL
TRAINING

Digital printing course dates

October November December
Intec 6th - 10th 17th - 21st N/A
Intec 7th - 9th 4th - 6th 2nd - 4th

Label training courses will be scheduled as and when required

UK Digital printer training course

Module 1 2 day course Monday and Tuesday CP3000 product range

Module 2 1 day course Wednesday Fiery XF

Module 3 2 day course Thursday and Friday
CS4000 & CS5000 

product range

 UK Label printing and finishing training course 

Module 1 1.5 day course
Tuesday and Wednesday 

morning
Label printing training

Module 2 1.5 day course
Wednesday afternoon 

and Thursday
Label finishing and 

variable data training

Training courses are free of charge to all 
intec partners and lunch will be included on 
each training day. However, we ask that our 
partners cover the cost of their travel and 
accommodation.
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Profi-Tec trainees left to right - Michael, Matthias and Martin

ANDY VISITS GERMANY AND MOSCOW

 Following on from our international 
sales manager, Mike Hiscox’s visit 
in July to support our new German 
distributor’s, Profi-Tec at the recent 
Co-Reach show held in Nuremburg, 
Intec’s technical and support trainer 
Andy Withall visited their head office 
to ensure that they really got to 
grips with Intec’s new 5 color print 

technology and CP3000 color digital 
equipment as well as understanding 
the necessary elements of the Fiery® 
XF for Intec color management 
and workflow solution and 
industry leading variable data 
application; PrintShop Mail Suite for 
envelope and marketing literature 
personalization.

 As a major distributor and service 
provider of high-end inkjet and 
envelope printing systems throughout 
Germany and Europe, Profi-Tec are 
already well versed in support and 
incredibly technologically savvy so 
it was of no surprise that they chose 
the Intec CP3000 and ColorSplash 
range. This made Andy’s training 
course one of the easier ones that he 
has had to complete for a while but 
ensured that Profi-Tec were totally 
conversant with all aspects of the 
Intec printers!
 Training courses are normally 
hosted at Intec head offices in 
Poole in Dorset but Profi-Tec’s 
requirements were quite different due 
to the amount of people that required 
training including sales, support and 
technical staff and with the need to 
train on the full Intec product range.

Should you be based in Germany 
and wish to discuss the new Intec 
products please contact Profi-Tec 
directly on: +49 5971 898 6315

ONYX MARIA VISITS INTEC UK FROM OZ
 Onyx Solutions based in Canberra, 
Australia couldn’t wait to visit Intec 
head offices to learn more about the 
Intec products and absorb enough 
knowledge to return back to the 
other side of the globe and start 
selling immediately. In fact that is just 
what Maria Gagetti did ensuring that 
she sold her first CP3000 whilst on 
the other side of the world!
 As an historic partner of Intec, 
selling and supporting the complete 
range of printers and software, it 
didn’t take Maria long to get to 
grips with the new ColorSplash and 

CP3000 color print technology.
 Onyx have to be incredibly self 
sufficient when promoting any 
technology from the UK due to 
the time differences involved. Not 
able to rely on immediate technical 
support it is no wonder they chose 
to promote the Intec range...and they 
do it admirably but that could also be 
down to the incredible reliability and 
user friendliness of the Intec color 
digital print engines.
 Staying in the beautiful town of 
Bournemouth, when not at Intec 
head office, Maria lapped up the 

 After Frank and Co. visited our 
stand at IPEX 2014, to see the new 
Intec range in action, they knew 
they had to get their hands on the 
systems quickly and before anyone 
else in Russia seized the opportunity 
of promoting the new engines and 
Fiery® XF for Intec RIP software.

 So after deciding to take on the 
Intec CP3000 range, which offers 
extensive finishing capabilities and 
the Fiery® RIP they needed training.  
So who best to train them but our 
very busy Andy Withall!
 Quickly flying to St. Petersburg 
Andy imparted all the necessary 
knowledge to ensure the smooth 
integration of the CP3000 range into 
the Russian market.

beauty of the Dorset countryside
and sampled much that Dorset had 
to offer.
 Completing her training on the 
ColorSplash and CP3000 systems 
and Fiery® XF for Intec RIP, Maria 
said she would like to return to Intec 
to finish off her UK tour!

www.onyxsolutions.com.au
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DIGICARD PRICES SLASHED

 

DAN O’GARA JOINS INTEC UK

Daniel O’Gara joins the Intec UK 
marketing team as, marketing and 
design executive, working alongside 
Terri Winstanley and supporting the 
marketing needs of Intec’s global 
organization and partner network.

 Starting his career as a picture 
desk ‘runaround’, taking messages 
and photos to and from the darkroom 
at Britain’s first full-color offset 
printed newspaper Today in 1986, 
Dan became curious at having been 
asked to take a color transparency 
slide to the darkroom and to come 
back with a 10x8 black and white 
print. Dan asked the manager how 
it was achieved and was captivated 
by the whole process becoming a 
darkroom junior, launching himself 
into eighteen years of newspaper 
and magazine design.  With the 
dissolution of film and onset of the 
digital revolution, Dan went onto 
produce eye-catching montages and 
photographic re-touches for many 
publications and their inserts.
 Relocating to Dorset, Dan went 
onto work in advertising agencies 

specializing in design and marketing, 
on projects involving clients such as; 
Brittany Ferries, Yes Car Credit, Land 
of Leather and Condor Ferries before 
moving onto The Tank Museum in 
Wool as Head Graphic Designer.
 Dan says, “I look forward to 
working at Intec alongside such an 
outstanding and experienced team 
promoting the state of the art Intec 
color digital printers.”
 “I am delighted that such an 
experienced designer as Dan has 
been able to join us at an exciting 
and busy time, hitting the ground 
running with the many projects that 
we are currently working on”, states 
Terri Winstanley.
 Dan can be contacted on email: 
daniel.ogara@intecprinters.com or 
tel: +44 (0)1202 845960 ext: 221 



INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS

Intec Printing Solutions
Unit 11B, Dawkins Road Industrial Estate, 
Hamworthy, Poole, Dorset BH15 4JP UK
Tel: +44 (0) 1202 845960
Fax: +44 (0) 1202 845961
www.intecprinters.com

AMERICAS HEADQUARTERS

Intec Printing Solutions
16011 N. Nebraska Avenue
Lutz, FL 33549 USA
Tel: +1 813-949-7799
Fax: +1 813-949-7886
www.intecprinters.com

Every Intec consumable sold generates a 
donation to one of several charitable causes 

around the world. 

Thank you for helping us
make the world a better place.
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PARTNER EXHIBITIONS
 Master Office, Sweden’s premier 
digital printing and print supply 
specialists will be demonstrating 
the Intec ColorSplash CS5600 with 
Fiery® XF for Intec RIP and the LP215 
label production solution at one 
of Norways most prestigious print 
shows during September.
 To see the ColorSplash CS5600 
in action, pop along and visit 
Master Office on stand C:51.  The 
ColorSplash will be printing white 
and clear highlights onto the newly 
launched Naturals range of Blake 

envelopes. Unique in their design 
Blake envelopes will show the 
benefits of the clear and white toner 
printing for bespoke and personalized 
printing applications.
 The exhibition takes place at the 
Exporama in Oslo on the 17th and 18th

of September.

To find out more about the show 
visit: www.signogprint.no or contact 
Master Office directly on:
tel: +46 00 87 240190

 To see the full range of Intec print 
equipment and software solutions in 
action why not pay a visit to Romania 
and say hello to Bogdan Prodan 
and the team from Grafikon.  Having 

completed a full training course on 
the Intec range of print equipment 
last month, Bogdan and his team will 
be excited to show you the extensive 
benefits that 5 color printing can 

NERYOS and RENNES 
REPROGRAPHIE, based in France, 
will be demonstrating the Intec 
ColorSplash CS5000 and LPS215 
Label Production Solution at the 
Rennes Reprographie showroom on 

the 24th and 25th September 2014.  
To ensure you are able to see one 
of these fantastic products in action 
please contact Neryos or Rennes 
Reprographie directly on: 
tel: +02 99 06 85 28

offer at the Print and Sign show in 
Bucarest.
 Presented as the show for 
innovation and to mix with the 
industry elite, the Print & Sign 
exhibition is the perfect match for 
showcasing the Intec ColorSplash 
and label printing solutions.

To learn more about the show please 
contact Grafikon on
tel: +40 372 720 620
email: sales@grafikon.eu


